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C loud  C omp ut i ng    by Jon Inge

Property management systems 
(PMSs) have been fundamental 
software in every hotel for 

decades; it’s simply not possible to operate 
any property of more than a few rooms 
without one. Over the years PMSs have 
steadily improved by adding more depth 
and functionality in their original areas 
of tracking bookings, room availability, 
checkin, folio charges and checkout.  
Many vendors have also expanded their 
coverage into revenue management, sales 
and catering, spa/golf/activities and so 
on, within their own software and/or by 
interfacing to specialized systems from 
other vendors.

However, hotel complexity has grown to 
the point where a focus on property-based 
functions is no longer sufficient. What 
starts as a hotel project to find a new or 
replacement PMS frequently turns into a 
search for a system (or system set) with 
much broader capabilities.  These usually 
include marketing, multiproperty reserva-
tions, distribution channel management 
and coverage of every aspect of the guest 
experience, both on and off property.  In 
fact, it’s probably high time to drop the old 
PMS name for these systems and adopt 
something more representative of what 
they actually do.

I’ll discuss the main trends in this 
functional expansion below, but there’s an 
equally significant change about to become 

Virtually There 

Property Management 
Systems Expand Far 

Beyond Their Original 
Scope–and Head for 

the Clouds  

mainstream in how these systems are 
provided to the properties – they’re going 
up into the cloud.  

Installing software applications at the 
property is becoming unmanageably 
complex.  Despite very worthwhile gains 
in functionality, no PMS will ever cover 
everything a hotel needs; none offer 
telephone service, for example.  As more 
guest and operating information needs to 
be captured and managed, many hotels 
and resorts need multiple other systems 
to complement the PMS. However, the 
more applications are required, the greater 
the amount of computer room hardware 
needed to run them and the more complex 
the support requirements become.  

This is unsustainable.  Technical support 
for these multiple platforms and applica-
tions becomes even harder for individual 
properties to find (or afford), yet the need 
for greater reliability, audit ability, data 
storage and security only grows more 
critical.  At the same time, the increased 
space, power and air conditioning needs 
of all this hardware run counter to the rise 
in energy costs and the strong movement 
toward more green operations.  

The answer? Virtual servers and the 
cloud computing that they make possible.  

Virtualization
Server virtualization is not a new 

technology, but its adoption by the 

hospitality industry is relatively recent.  The 
basic concept is that specialized control 
software allows the physical resources 
of a single computer server–memory, 
disk space and computing power–to be 
divided as needed between several different 
software applications, each perceived to 
be running on its own dedicated server.  
This has many benefits, starting with much 
more efficient hardware usage.  Because 
most applications use only a fraction of 
a modern server’s resources, servers 
frequently operate at less than 10 percent 
of their capacity.  One server typically has 
ample power and storage to handle several 
applications in virtual servers very easily.  
Hotels that previously needed 10 to 12 
racks of equipment can therefore now fit 
all their systems into just one or two, thus 
lowering space, power and air conditioning 
costs.  

Virtualization also permits on-the-fly 
reassignment of computing power and/or 
storage as needed if traffic loads on one 
application suddenly increase.  Further, 
given the ability to configure backup copies 
on multiple machines, failure of one server 
has minimal impact on the operation, and 
some vendors report that their software 
actually runs more reliably in a virtual 
environment.

For all these reasons, virtual servers 
are rapidly finding their way into hotel 
computer rooms.  Most software vendors 
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Going Solo at 
Garibaldi houSe

it’s not just the major chains 
who look to Web-based systems for 
their speed of implementation; small 
independents also need to get up to 
speed fast when switching systems.

one such is the 50-room Garibaldi 
House, at the north end of tillamook 
Bay on oregon’s scenic Coast Highway.  
“We looked at signing with a couple 
of different brands when we bought 
the property last year,” said Gene Tish, 
owner, “but in the end decided that we 
wanted to be independent.  that meant 
that we had to replace the previous 
owner’s franchise system almost 
immediately. 

“At the same time i didn’t want to 
take on the burden of installing and 
supporting an on-premise system, nor 
the up-front cost of buying one.  We 
looked at three or four Web-based 
systems, picked one that fitted well with 
our operation (innRoad) and were up and 
running, fully operational, in three weeks.

“it’s worked out very well for 
us.  innRoad helped us set up gdS 
connectivity and a Website with internet 
booking, and our largest booking 
segment is now through the internet.  
the staff found it easy to learn, and any 
new hires are ready to go after spending 
an hour or so in interactive online 
training with the vendor.  the monthly fee 
includes this training as well as software 
and support, all for the same cost as 
support alone with the franchise systems 
we looked at and without having to fund 
a replacement server every three to five 
years.

“Reliability has been excellent.  
We did lose the connection once 
when internet service went down for 
2 to 3 hours to this part of the oregon 
coast, but we kept going with manual 
operations based on critical data we 
download regularly to a thumb drive.  
We also forwarded phone inquiries to 
another office that still had an internet 
link, updated changes directly into the 
system and faxed anything urgent back 
to the property," said tish.

“For speed of start-up, affordability 
and freedom from support worries, i 
can’t think of a better way to go.”

are happy to approve them, having dropped their former insistence on a 
dedicated physical server for each application; after all, the software doesn’t 
know that it’s sharing.  In some cases, though, licensing issues can be a 
challenge.  Oracle’s standard licensing is per server, for example, a difficult 
concept to pin down in a virtual world, and vendors of Oracle-based systems 
will have to negotiate a new approach if they’re to offer their customers the 
cost savings that virtualization offers.  

the Cloud
Cloud computing takes virtual server tools one stage further, using them 

to allocate the resources of vast numbers of servers quickly and flexibly 
among many different companies’ 
needs.  These server farms are 
located in highly secure data 
centers managed either by third 
parties (public clouds) or by major 
companies themselves for their own 
use (private clouds).  Clients access 
the software applications loaded on 
them via the Internet, or sometimes 
through private networks. 

Economies of scale mean that 
cloud resources are less expensive 
than those at a single property, even 
virtualized.  Further, the on-demand 
flexibility means that hoteliers no 
longer need to worry about buying 
and implementing more hardware 
resources as their businesses grow; 
they just call up the cloud vendor 
and ask for it to be allocated.  Burst-
management tools can even add 
resources automatically as traffic 
loads spike, with clients paying for 
only the actual resources used.

Speed of implementation. 
This is a critical factor for 

international chains, one that’s driving them to insist that vendors move 
their applications to the cloud.  The explosive growth of emerging markets 
such as China and India requires any major chain to open (or acquire) 
new hotels there at a very rapid rate to gain market share.  Given the often 
challenging infrastructure in these regions, there is simply no other way to 
equip these properties quickly enough with the chain’s standard systems 
than by configuring a new instance of each application in the cloud and 
providing the property with Internet access to it.  Combine this with Web-
based video training, and a new property can be brought online much 
more rapidly, in a matter of two weeks to three weeks instead of the several 
months it would take to acquire and implement multiple servers and system 
interfaces on property.

Another factor allowing faster implementations is service-fee or 
transaction-based pricing, which allows systems to be brought online 
without time-consuming and difficult capital expenditure approvals 
beforehand.  Several vendors offer alternative pricing plans depending on a 
property’s preferences.  

One common approach is a flat fee per room per month for all software, 

this isn’t a new concept; 
e-mail, Facebook and a 
host of other everyday 
applications are hosted 
this way and we all take 
their 24/7 availability and 
reliably fast response times 
for granted.  Further, the 
idea of hosting applications 
remotely from their users is 
as old as computing itself, 
though it has resurfaced 
in recent years in the form 
of traditional applications 
hosted by the vendor or at 
a corporate site, so what’s 
different about clouds that 
makes them so much more 
attractive?  

Speed of implementation 
Flexibility 
Better security  
The more complete range of 
applications available there.
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interfaces and support, often with no minimum term so a property 
can switch vendors whenever it needs to. More specific transaction-
based pricing is sometimes offered, such as a flat fee per occupied 
room night.  This has the advantage 
of tying the property’s costs directly 
to occupancy, and thus to room 
revenue, but few hotels seem to 
adopt this model.  Perhaps the 
more complex accounting each 
month is a deterrent, and the 
predictability of a flat monthly fee 
is more appealing.  Either way, the 
more traditional approach of a 
one-time up-front license fee plus 
a monthly hosting/support fee is 
always available.

Flexibility. Having resources 
available when you need them and 
not paying for them when you don’t 
provides significant flexibility in 
handling peak loads, such as when a property launches a highly 
attractive marketing offer that generates a major spike in traffic.  
It also encourages trying out new systems or new operational ap-
proaches in a test environment, with a consistent base configura-
tion that can be simply re-installed on a freshly created server at 
the start of each test.  

Data storage is another factor, growing ever larger as properties 
keep more long-term data on their guests and operations to help with 

forecasting.  Further, while hotels aren’t often involved in lawsuits, 
draconian penalties are being imposed for failure to provide 
complete documentation under a legal discovery search (Morgan 

Stanley was fined $1.4 billion in a 
2006 court case for withholding 
information after it found some 
back-up tapes in a closet).  As a 
result, many companies are wary of 
deleting any data at all, calculating 
that the cost of storage offsets 
the difficulties of defining and 
managing a data retention policy 
that doesn’t hamper the business.  
Storing all this data on cloud-based 
servers is cheaper than continually 
expanding on-site storage, though 
of course selection of a trusted, 
secure vendor for the cloud is even 
more important.

better Security. As 
mentioned above, it’s a challenge for any individual property to 
maintain the multiple applications, servers, networks and interfaces 
that property-based systems require.  Apart from fixing problems 
as they arise, there’s also the constant need to keep up with new 
security patches for the software, and the discipline both to back 
up each system every night and to test the backups to make sure 
they’re usable. Off-loading all these tasks to third parties whose 
sole focus is to provide a secure, stable and up-to-date environment 

Another clean user interface with good use of graphics, 
including a workflow progress guide. 
Courtesy of Agilysys Guest 360.
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linking up at land'S end

We’ve been talking about remotely hosted 
systems, but how about remotely located 
resorts?  the Land’s End Group operates 
three properties at Homer, Seward and Kenai 
in Alaska, places which tom Bodett said, 
"Are about as far as you can go without a 
passport.”  You’d think they’d have a strong 
preference for on-property systems just to be 
self-reliant, but not a bit of it.

“We switched to remotely hosted systems 
three to four years ago, and it’s worked 
out very well for us,” said Jon Faulkner, the 
group’s president. “our main property, the 
land’s End Resort in Homer, is open year-
round and started out on a single-property 
system (miCRoS-Fidelio).  Since the other two 
(the Van gilder Hotel and Kenai landing) are 
seasonal, it made more sense originally to 
go with the basic Web-based pmS offered by 
their reservation system provider, innpoints.

“But we wanted to consolidate much of 
the operation, bringing all reservations into 
a call center at land’s End and centralizing 
marketing, the tour desk and special events 
handling.  We did quite a bit of research 
beforehand; the hotels offer an unusually wide 

range of accommodations, from older historic 
rooms to three-story condominium units, and we 
take a very hands-on, customer-oriented approach 
to selling them. We picked RSI’s RoomKey, and it’s 
made a big difference to us to be able to control 
all bookings within a single system.  it gives us 
great flexibility with the hotels’ various room types 
and features, it’s been highly reliable and the 
reporting on operations, revenue and commissions 
is a huge improvement.  At the time, we paid a 
one-time license fee up front, but if we had to do 
it again i’d give serious consideration to a monthly 

fee instead.”

Are there any 
concerns about the data 
being hosted so far 
away, or about losing 
the connection?  “none 
at all,” said Faulkner.  
“the vendors have 
been very flexible in 

accommodating what we needed, and if we’ve lost 
the communications link at all since we went live 
we haven’t noticed it.”

that’s about as clear and impressive an 
endorsement as the view from land’s End.

"the vendors 
have been very 
flexible and 
accomodating."

makes for a huge reduction in this effort.  
Centralized support can also offer 

a higher level of expertise from more-
qualified staff at lower cost, because 
their services are spread across multiple 
customers. That same factor drives the 
vendors to be proactive in providing the 
highest standards of system reliability and 

availability, knowing that any downtime 
will impact every one of their customers.  
Someone on property still needs to manage 
the relationship and make sure these things 
are done; more on this to follow.

PCI (Payment Card Industry) compliance 
is another significant factor, especially 
since hospitality has been identified as 

the most vulnerable and most commonly 
attacked industry for credit card fraud 
and identity theft.  Hotels’ credit card 
transaction volume typically puts them in 
the self-audit PCI certification category, and 
to be approved they have to use software 
applications certified to the Payment 
Application Data Security Standard (PA-
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DSS). While most vendors’ systems now are PA-DSS certified, the self-
assessment task drops dramatically (from 230+ questions down to 38) if 
those systems are hosted remotely at a PCI-certified site.  

More Complete range of applications. Some of the 
above benefits have been available from remotely hosted systems for 
years, but the scope for reducing on-property costs is limited if only a few 
applications can be outsourced.  The real benefits accrue only when as 
many software applications as possible are hosted remotely.  After all, if 
you just move your PMS and sales and catering system to their vendors’ 
data centers you still have other servers to maintain on property, typically 
for food and beverage POS, accounting and especially Microsoft Office®.  
There’s also the interface question; if a couple of essential systems are 
remotely hosted and all the others are not, you have to deal with multiple 
interfaces to off-property locations, with all the security hassles that 
implies. 

At this point, though, exam-
ples of pretty much every type of 
hospitality application are avail-
able from a remote data center, 
cloud-based or not.  Virtually 
every PMS on the market is now 
available in a remotely hosted 
configuration, including those 
from Agilysys (Visual One, Guest 
360), Amadeus, BookingCen-
ter (myPMS), Cenium, e-plano, 
GuestLine, Hetras, Hotel Con-
cepts, Infor/SoftBrands (HMS), 
innRoad, IQware, MICROS (Op-
era), MindSpring, MSI (ePM), 
NORTHWIND-Maestro PMS, PAR 
Springer-Miller (Host), Protel, 
ResortSuite, RezOvation, RSI 
(RoomKey), Skyware, SoftHotel 
(StayMgrPMX) and WebRezPro.  

To name just a few non-
PMS examples, MICROS offers its Simphony POS as a hosted option, 
Newmarket’s Delphi and Daylight S&C systems are centralized, EzRMS' 
and IDeaS' revenue management applications are only available as 
hosted systems, M3, Data Plus and Aptech have offered remote accounting 
services for many years, and Internet-based telephone services are 
widespread.  And now one of the biggest of them all, Microsoft, has 
released a basic version of its Office suite – free of charge, no less – in 
its own Azure cloud environment.  While power users still need the full 
version for now, Microsoft is very clear on moving in this direction, 
which points the way to removing the last major need for a property-
based server.

So what does moving all of your systems off-property buy you?  Apart 
from the maintenance savings and greater system and data security, 
interfaces also become much simpler to implement and support.  There’s 
one link between the PMS and the revenue management system, one 
to S&C, one to the GDSs and Web booking sites, and so on, not one 
per system per property.  Traditional remotely hosted approaches do 
outsource the support and security issues but can’t provide the economy-
of-scale savings nor the flexibility of clouds.

yes, but…
All of the above makes what I believe is a compelling 

case for an unstoppable shift of hotel systems to the cloud, 
but that’s not to say that there aren’t challenges.  Some are 
technical; cloud providers have different restrictions on 
what you can load on them (e.g. Amazon is pretty open but 
Google limits your choice of operating system and database), 
network speed is clearly critical both inside and outside the 
property, and interfaces with non-cloud applications do raise 
some technical and security issues.  

Further, not all systems a property might select from a 
functionality viewpoint are yet available in a cloud-based 
form.  Licensing can sometimes be a challenge, as mentioned 
above, and while capital expenditure is certainly massively 
reduced, operating costs (higher-speed networks, monthly 
hosting fees, etc.) need to be evaluated and monitored 

carefully.  It costs the 
vendors a great deal 
to set up and manage 
a data center and they 
receive only monthly 
usage fees for 
systems running on 
it, not the significant 
up-front license fees 
they used to get.

Most hotels’ op-
erational concerns 
tend to fall into two 
main areas: data 
security and loss of 
the connection.

data Security. 
Many properties 
are wary about the 
vulnerability of their 

critical data if it’s held off-property.  However, that data is 
very likely more secure in a dedicated data center, which will 
have more rigorously enforced physical access restrictions, 
software patch management, anti-virus and other malware 
protection and data backups. However, it’s a legitimate 
concern that a hosting company may go out of business, or 
that for service or cost reasons a hotel may want to switch 
cloud providers and then might worry about retrieving its 
data.  

Fears about service continuity can be mitigated by signing 
up with one of the major suppliers already offering cloud 
services, such as Microsoft, Google or Amazon, none of 
which is likely to go out of business any time soon.  Changing 
providers is much more likely to be an issue as new cloud 
vendors come to market and offer more attractive bundles 
of services, support or pricing.  The key is to make sure that 
whatever contract you sign permits you to download a copy 
of your database at any time you choose–it’s your data, after 
all–so that even if the vendor fails or needs to be changed 

Clean user interface design that presents only the fields relevant to 
the action being taken, in this case checkin.  The subtle use of color 
guides the user without being obtrusive.  
Courtesy of Infor/SoftBrands Hospitality Management Solution.
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*

the arguments for centrally hosted pmSs are very clear for 
multiproperty operations, which really benefit from their 
consistency of data and easy comparative reporting.  But 
what about independent hotels?  Are the systems worth the 
monthly fees?

“it wasn’t really an issue for us,” said Scott Poledna, area 
manager for Lodging Industry, Inc., operators of (among 
others) the Best Budget Inn in port Clinton, ohio, and River’s 
Edge Inn in Huron, ohio, both on the shore of lake Erie.  
“We’d been introduced to the concept through some of 
the chain hotels we operate; both Choice and Wyndham’s 
Super 8 brands require the use of their own Web-hosted 
systems, Choice Advantage and SoftHotel respectively.  our 
experience with both had been pretty positive, so when we 
needed to replace systems for our two independents we 
went with that approach.

“We picked SoftHotel – it’s available direct from the vendor 
as well as through Wyndham– and are very pleased with it.  
it’s proved very functional for us as 
well as easy to learn, a big factor as 
some of our properties are seasonal 
and hire new staff each year.  it’s 
also a great help to be able to log 
in once and see reports for all our 
properties without having to re-con-
nect.  i don’t worry about the data 
being kept somewhere else.  Just for 
peace of mind we download a copy 
of the night audit report every night 
and store it electronically as a pdF 
file, but i can get to the online data very quickly if needed.  
pulling up a three-year-old report the other day was almost 
instant.

“it’s very affordable, too.  We went with a month-to-month 
contract, which actually costs us less for the software, on-
line training, technical support and hosting than we’d been 
paying for support alone on our previous on-property sys-
tem.  now that we’re more familiar with the system we’ll 
probably drop the training portion, which will reduce the 
cost even further.  it doesn’t take specialized workstations, 
either; we buy very basic pCs and they work fine.  if one 
breaks, we just buy another and plug it in, which saves me 
from having to spend time under the front desk trying to 
debug things.

“the internet links for the independents were a worry for 
us at first,” said poledna.  “the Wyndham system requires 
a satellite connection at each property; it’s not the fastest, 
but it is always available.  on the other hand our land-line 
communications aren’t that reliable, and we tend to lose 
the internet every other week.  But this system keeps copies 
of the most important data on our local workstations, and 
internet interruptions don’t bother us at all.”

"We buy very 
basic PCs and 
they work fine.  
if one breaks, 
we just buy 
another and 
plug it in. "

Vast Volumes of Video
diving in at river’S edGe
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unexpectedly you still have a recent backup available. The larger 
hotel chains may find it more appropriate to set up and manage 
their own server cloud, but individual hotels and smaller groups 
certainly need to do their research to find a trusted provider.

Connection loss. It is every hotel manager’s nightmare 
for the system to go down when a line of guests is waiting to check 
in, and a back-hoe cutting through the communications cable to a 
remote system used to guarantee that happening.  Given the high 
reliability and relative affordability of Internet access these days, 
one obvious solution is to 
have redundant connec-
tions from different ven-
dors (perhaps assigned 
primarily for administra-
tive and guest Internet 
service) on opposite 
sides of the building.  
The Woodmark Hotel 
on Lake Washington, for 
example, uses bundled 
T1 land lines from XO 
Communications backed 
up by WiMax service 
beamed across the lake 
by PowerStream.  

Alternatively, since 
many cloud-based sys-
tems are accessed via 
Web browsers it’s also 
possible to use 3G (and 
soon 4G) high-speed cell 
phone connections to access them if the Internet or other main 
communications line goes down.  The vendors will need to provide 
a smaller format set of screens for the most important functions, 
but it really is possible to manage the front desk from an iPhone or 
other smartphone.

The best approach, though, is to keep a copy of enough critical 
data on property at all times so that operations can continue even 
if connection is lost completely.  Long a feature of POS worksta-
tions, remote PMSs such as SoftHotel’s PMX/Stay Manager and 
RSI’s Roomkey PMS cache critical data on the workstations at the 
property.  Updated frequently during the day, these files keep local 
copies of arrivals for the forthcoming week, current in-house guest 
lists, folio balances and other information.  This allows the prop-
erty to conduct normal business even with the complete loss of 
communications, including changes synchronized with the remote 
server upon reconnection.  The cached data gradually becomes out 
of date after a couple of days, but the great majority of communica-
tions interruptions will be much shorter than that and will never be 
noticed by the property.

A Word on Staffing
The above may imply that cloud systems allow you to transfer all 

your support worries to someone else and do without any IT staff on 
property, but that’s not entirely true.  You may have outsourced the 
provision and maintenance of the systems but you can’t outsource 

responsibility for making sure they work properly.  Although the 
need for traditional IT staff will be greatly diminished, someone at 
the hotel still needs to manage the vendor relationships, track all 
open issues to resolution and generally make sure that the vendor 
is meeting the up-time and response time standards specified in the 
contract’s service level agreement (SLA).

Functionality trends
Major societal trends toward personalization and mobile access 

to data (not to mention the current economic challenges) are 
driving every hotelier 
with more than a single 
property to look closely 
at centralized operations.  
They’re doing this for 
the cost savings, to 
ensure consistency in 
guest preference data, 
and to provide fast 
access to operating 
reports, even from 
the browsers on their 
smartphones.  As such, 
hotels looking for new 
systems now often focus 
first on reservations, 
CRM management and 
Web-based reporting, 
with traditional PMS 
functions being a 
necessary but secondary 
consideration.  

Several reservations systems vendors now offer a PMS as an add-
on module, and many PMS vendors offer multiproperty central 
reservations and CRM functions.  Certainly a PMS without its own 
online booking engine for hotel Websites is rare indeed.  The lines 
are blurring quickly, and hoteliers now care less about buying 
discrete systems in traditional categories than about looking for 
vendors (or sets of vendor partners) who can meet their full range 
of operational requirements.  

Almost as important, though, is that vendors are more willing to 
work as a team, with one acting as the overall coordinator both in 
presenting their combined bids and in handling first-line support 
calls after implementation.  “One throat to choke” may be a little 
graphic, but it’s meaningful to a resource-strapped hotelier.

To be as attractive as possible, therefore, PMS vendors both 
continue to add features to their own software and adopt Web 
services-based interface standards to make it easier to be a good 
partner with other vendors. 

 
CrM Focus

The highest priority for many hoteliers is more complete 
customer relationship management (CRM) functionality.  This 
fundamentally requires the accurate consolidation of consistent 
guest data across all operational areas, whether managed by one 
system or several.  The challenge in using several different systems 
is always both technical and philosophical; each system must mean 

An example of a manager’s dashboard, showing current availability 
in various categories as well as the demand profiles for each day that 
determine how rates will change as occupancy increases.  
Courtesy of SoftHotel StayManager.
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the same thing by the same data element 
name.  

A key factor in making this happen 
has been the rise of Web services-based 
interface standards, led by OpenTravel 
and HTNG, which ensure clarity in 
defining the data elements themselves and 
in how they’re to be grouped and passed 
between systems.  One of the most widely 
adopted HTNG interfaces is its Single Guest 
Itinerary (SGI), which links the PMS, spa/
golf/activity management, reservations 
and POS systems to consolidate all of a 
guest’s bookings and alert all systems if 
the room reservation is changed. 

The point of CRM is to leverage all that 
information into effective marketing and 
guest recognition efforts. Some PMSs 
(such as NORTHWIND’s Maestro) now 
include e-mail marketing functions, and 
specialized CRM marketing vendors such 
as Cendyn, ZDirect and Digital Alchemy 
also integrate well with them. Beyond the 
usual intelligent e-mail confirmations, 
pre-arrival up-sell offers and post check-
out thank you messages, more systems 
now integrate electronic GSSs that link a 
guest’s satisfaction survey input back to 
her stay record for future reference.  The 
best also tie the GSSs back to the specific 
departments and staff who interacted with 
her during the stay, and automatically 
generate e-mail alerts to department 
heads if they contain key words such as 
"delighted" or "unsatisfactory."

As with links to other management sub-
systems, PMSs that do not include all of this 
CRM functionality often acquire it through 
vendor partnerships. For example, MTech 
and GuestWare both offer good work order 
and guest experience integration with PMSs, 
and LibraOnDemand can supplement–or 
replace–a PMS’s own CRM database.  

rate/revenue Management.
One PMS area that’s always been of 

critical importance is rate management, the 
ability to open and close rates based on pre-
defined occupancy triggers and to set length-
of-stay restrictions flexibly and quickly.  At 
a higher level, full revenue management 
systems (RMS) also look at revenue and 
occupancy goals, compare historical to 
current booking pace, and then make pro-
active recommendations on changes.  This 
highly specialized function is still most often 
acquired from a separate vendor such as 
IDeaS or EzRMS (though MICROS offers 
a full RMS module as part of its OPERA 
suite), and many PMSs now integrate these 
RMS inputs into their own rate management 
functionality.  

The rate/revenue management aspect 
that’s grown most in importance, though, 
is distribution channel management, which 
helps hotels post the right rate at the right 
time to the right market segment on the 
distribution channels where that segment 
usually books.  More PMSs now include 
direct connections with Expedia.com, 
hotels.com and other Internet booking 
engines, or provide tight integration with 
third-party systems (EzYield, RateTiger, 
SynXis, etc.) that manage this distribution 
function for them.  

On a more day-to-day level, there’s a trend 
toward simplifying the rate creation process 
itself by deriving most rates from a single 
base rate instead of having to enter dollar 
values for each occupancy level for each 
rate.  Creating a new weekend rate of base-
minus 12 percent and defining its applicable 
date/day of week range and market 
segments is quicker, less error prone and 
allows rate management changes to ripple 
through the whole system automatically.  
Some multiproperty PMSs also define their 

standard rates centrally for each hotel to use 
as appropriate, saving more configuration 
effort and improving consistency.

reporting.
The reporting flexibility built into a PMS has 

become a significant selection feature.  Hotels 
need to stay very much on top of emerging 
trends in their data, and so pre-defined 
libraries of reports must be supplemented 
by ad-hoc report generators that are easily 
understandable by line managers.  For more 
extensive analysis, especially for larger 
operations, a full business intelligence (BI) 
tool is often required.  

Since third-party BI applications (such 
as Datavision, Aptech and ProfitSword) 
are well equipped to extract and analyze 
data from many different PMSs, it’s not so 
important for a PMS vendor to develop its 
own.  Some do, though, such as MICROS and 
Infor/SoftBrands; others have partnerships 
with specific vendors, such as NORTHWIND, 
which re-sells QlikView.  These arrangements 
often provide a very cost-effective solution for 
smaller hotel operations.

ease of use.
One of the side benefits of our current 

fascination with smartphones has been a 
greater awareness of the benefits of a clean, 
intuitive user interface.  This was often a 
challenge with older PMS screen designs, 
especially given the traditionally high rate of 
staff turnover and the need to bring new hires 
up to speed as quickly as possible.  Newer 
systems are catching up fast with more subtle 
and visually appealing approaches, but many 
older systems still need a lot of improvement.

 Training and Support.
Another area where PMS vendors have an 

opportunity to stand out is in technical support 
and user training.  More now allow hotels to 

A CRM emphasis 
shows up in more 
traditional PMS 
functionality as:  

More accurate 
recognition of 
repeat guests 
when they’re 
booking future 
stays.  this puts 
a premium on 
de-duping the 
guest profile 

database and 
a constant ef-
fort to maintain 
its accuracy 
through address 
validation ser-
vices and other 
checks, all of 
which are find-
ing their way 
into pmSs. inac-
curate personal-
ization is worse 
than none at all.

Pop-up alert 
messages for 
checkin staff 
for welcome 
back greetings, 
anniversary 
congratulations, etc.

Staff alerts that a 
guest experienced 
challenges on 
a previous stay, 
describing what 
action was taken 

and providing 
advance notice to 
ensure a smoother 
return visit.

Event-triggered 
alerts to 
managers, e.g. to 
the gm when a Vip 
checks in, or to 
housekeeping when 
a guest arrives 
before his or her 
pre-assigned room 

or room type is 
ready.

Integration 
between 
housekeeping 
and work order 
management so 
that problems 
can be addressed 
as quickly as 
possible, before 
the guest notices 
and complains.
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enter and track trouble tickets online, or 
provide a FAQ database for user research. 
Online training courses are also becoming 
more common (RSI, NORTHWIND and 
MICROS are examples), and are very much 
appreciated by hotels as a way to bring new 
staff up to at least base level competence 
and to refresh existing staff knowledge.  

Vendors also find them useful in reducing 
their onsite training effort, by requiring 
hotels to have their staff complete a certain 
level of online courses before the vendor’s 
staff arrives on property.  This requires the 
courses to be tracked and managed, of 
course, rather than just being a collection 
of videos or multiple choice questions, but 
again this is quite common.

Summary
Traditional PMS functionality is still 

the essential core at every property.  By 
tracking and managing all aspects of 
guests’ stays, it’s both a source and 
collection point for the crucial activity and 
preference information that forms the basis 
of all future relationships with them, on 
and off site.

But hotels now need a wider function 
set than what a traditional PMS provides.  
In response, the systems’ capabilities have 
evolved in both on-property and above-
property areas, inherently and through Web 
services-based interfaces to other systems, 
and they probably deserve a new acronym.  
These same Web services make it easier for 
new vendors to develop fresh approaches 
and link them quickly and effectively into 
established systems, providing hoteliers 
with richer and more varied options.  This 
will remain a fascinating development 
laboratory for years.  

At the same time, the move to cloud-
based architecture makes all of these 
combinations simpler to create, implement 
and support. The arguments for going 
“up” are already highly compelling, and 
I’ll be astonished if all hotel systems aren’t 
provided this way in a couple of years.

Jon Inge is an independent con-
sultant specializing in technology at 
the property level. He can be reached 
at jon@joninge.com or by phone at 
(206) 546-0966.
Be sure to check out Jon's new 
picture on the Contributor's page 
(page 8).


